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[1] To establish structure-performance relationships for energy materials, tomography must provide quantitative information that can be reliably compared between samples and benchmarked to bulk measurements. Here we use cryo-STEM tomography to study carbon-supported platinum fuel cell catalysts and make quantitative comparisons across support morphologies and catalyst loading. Our statistical measurements are in good agreement with bulk electrochemistry, but also provide structural insights needed for modeling, such as increased catalyst confinement at lower loading.
Carbon-supported platinum presents a good test case for tomography methods, combining nm-scale platinum nanoparticles and pores in weakly-scattering, dose-sensitive carbon. To suppress both carbon contamination and ice accumulation, each of which obscures the carbon support, we cool samples to -100°C. Thermal drift (which is exacerbated in cryo tomography) introduces shear and compression distortions to STEM images, which degrade reconstruction resolution, creating streaks and false void artifacts. We prevent drift artifacts by acquiring sets of fast-scanned images to be aligned and summed in post-processing (Fig 1) . Strong scattering from the platinum introduces artifacts in the carbon reconstruction and interferes with identification of carbon features. To suppress these artifacts, we image using low-angle annular dark field STEM to enhance the C/Pt signal ratio and use the simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique followed by threshold segmentation and morphological smoothing. For unloaded carbon, weighted back-projection allows straightforward segmentation of pore structure.
We measure the statistics of platinum particle size, surface area, and position on the carbon for 10wt% and 50wt% platinum loadings on Vulcan carbon black and high surface area carbon (HSC) (Fig 2) . Total surface area measured by tomography is consistent with electrochemical surface area. We find that in HSC, which is relatively porous, the majority of the catalyst is embedded in the carbon interior, while in Vulcan the majority is on the carbon exterior. Increasing platinum loading results in much larger exterior particles and an increased fraction of surface area on the exterior, especially in Vulcan, as the confining interior pores appear to become saturated. In unloaded HSC we measure the distribution of pore and bottleneck sizes, finding that the majority of pore volume is accessible only through much smaller constrictions (Fig 3) , supported by nitrogen sorption isotherms. Together, these results highlight the importance of understanding transport through interior micropores in pursuit of lower platinum fuel cells and provide a physical grounding for modeling efforts. 
